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SUMMARY
The Space Tug/Shuttle interface compatibility study was performed to identify,
evaluate,, and develop Tug plus payload-to -Orbiter accommodations require-
ments. The study acted as the instrument by which design changes to satisfy
these requirements were submitted to NASA. '
Previously performed Tug-related studies did not specifically address the use
or suitability of Orbiter.-supplied general-purpose payload support equipment or
provide detail description of any ' Jg-dedicated peripheral equipment. The in-
terface study investigated these areas and supplied the lacking data.
Shuttle interfaces required for Space Tug accommodation are primarily involved
with supporting and servicing the Tug during launch countdown, flight, and post-
landing; deploying and retrieving the Tug on orbit; and maintaining control over
the Tug when it is in or near the Orbiter. Each of these interface areas was in-
vestigated during the study to determine the best physical and operational method
of accomplishing the required functions, with an overriding goal of establishing
simple and flexible Orbiter interface requirements suitable for Tug, Tug pay-
lou'a '_US and other cargo.
The conclusion reached as a result of these investigations was that Orbiter pay-
load accommodations and the MSFC baseline Tug are generally interface com-
patible. Specific minor cha: :ges to Tug and Orbiter interfaces were identified
to provide full compatibility.
The recommenced system concept for supporting and deploying Tug from Orbiter
employs a cylindrical load , -carrying structure called a deployment adapter. The
deployment adapter contains all Tug-peculiar mechanisms required for transfer
of Orbiter /ground services and support of deployment, retrieval, and abort
operations. Because the deployment adapter is a cylindrical structure to pro-
vide efficient axial load distribution, a rotational deployment feature is incor-
porated to allow Tug removal during deployment without infringing on the Orbiter
cargo bay volume available for Tug payloads. By using the deployment adapter
concept, Tug umbilical and deployment mechanisms can be attached and checked
out before Tug installation into the Orbiter. The entire Tug, adapter, and um-
bilical support is installed as an autonomous unit into the Orbiter.
Major specific interface conclusions generated by study technical analysis are:
Structural Interface — The baseline Tug and its peripheral equipment should be
modified to incorporate a six-point structural support arrangement. The use of
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the six-point redundant support concept eliminates Tug/payload deflection and dynamic
•response problems associated with determinate support schemes.
Mechanical Interface — The Tug deployment adapter in conjunction with the Orbiter
RMS provides excellent Tug deployment and retrieval capability.
Fluid Interface — Tug service lines are sized for simultaneous propellant dump during
Orbiter abort. LH2/LO2 dump is safe and compatible with all abort modes. The Or-
biter must proedde propellant settling thrust (RCS/OMS thrusters or axial dump of Tug
propellants) for low g (on-orbit) abort modes. Implementation of an Orbiter remote
GH 2 vent capability is still required.
Environmental Interface — The Orbiter-supplied cargo bay prelaunch conditioning
system is adequate for Tug and its payloads.
Avionics Interface — The Tug should tape maximum advantage of Orbiter - supplied
standard payload avionics equipment. Use of Orbiter -supplied avionics support equip-
ment offers reduced intergration nests and operational benefits.
Interface Safety — Detailed Tug/Orbiter interface safety analysis specified caution and
warning philosophy, developed implementation approaches, identified 19 specific Tug
caution and warning areas, and defined the crew procedures and equipment to be used
in the event of a caution/warning occurrence. The incorporation of horizontal drain
capability for Tug cryogenic propellants is not recommended; it results in severe Tug
performance penalties and is not justified by safety hazards analyses.
Payload Services — The provision of standard umbilical panels mounted at adjustable
locations throughout the cargo bay would be very desirable to supply in-bay fluid and
electrical services for general Orbiter cargo and Tug payloads.
Based on these conclusions, detail definition was prepared for Tug interface equipment
(deployment adapter, cable kits, and crew compartment panels) and Orbiter accommo-
dations changes.
Twenty-two proposed Orbiter accommodations changes were submitted to encompass
all the Orbiter interface recommendations resulting from interface study activity in-
cluding those mentioned above. Incorporation and implementation of these revisions
will provide smooth Tug/Orbiter integration and excellent interface compatibility, and
is strongly recommended.
As a final study result, interface a^.ias that would benefit from further technical analy-
ses and predevelopment work were identified. This suggested additional effort includes
structural dynamic response analyses and software design and demonstration in areas
of RMS deployment/retrieval control. Tug plus deployment adapter monitor and con-
trol, and caution and warning implementation.
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SECTION 1
INTRODUCTION
The Space Transportation System flight vehicle, the Space Shuttle, consists of the
major segments shown in Figurf' 1-1. Included as part of this transportation system
is a proplusion stage called the apace Tug, depicted in Figure 1-2,which is carried into
low-earth orbit by the Space Shuttic In the Orbiter cargo bay. The Tug extends Shuttle
capability by placing payloads into higher orbits, such as geosynchronous wid inter-
planetary trajectories,so that more payload users may be accommodated.
Figure 1-1. Space Shuttle Configuration
	 Figure 1-2. MSFC Baseline Tug
Current resource constraints preclude simultaneous development of both Space Shuttle
and Tug. The government plans to have the Air force develop an interim upper stage
(IUS), to be followed by a N:1,Sit-developed full capability 'Iug at a later date. The IUS
is planned to be operational at or near the Shuttle's initial operational capability (IOC).
Although the Space Tug operational date is platmed for 1983, it is important that Shuttle/
Tug interface requirements be identified early so that they can be incorporated into the
Shuttle. This will prevent having to constrain the Tug design due to prior Shuttle devel-
opment. This advanced planning will also avoid major and costly Shuttle modification
when Tug is introduced. The Space Tug/Shuttle Interface Compatibility Study was struc-
tured o compile, screen, evaluate, and recommend suitable Orbiter interface pru ,,ri-
sions for Space Tug integration. Figure 1-3 identifies typical Orbiter interfaces asso-
ciated with Tug accommodation. The Shuttle/Orbiter, as currently configured, in-
cludes some general payload accommodations applicable for Space Tug, but a detailed
investigation of specific interface requirements had not previously been undertaken.
Tug interface requirements needed immediate definition and consideration in conjunc-
tion with other payload interface requirements for incorporation into the Shuttle Orbiter
at the earliest possible date. Tug/Shuttle interface compatibility achieved early during
Shuttle development will result in. lower Space Transportation System program costs.
1-1
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Figur%, 1-3. Tug-Related Orbiter Interface Provisions
':he Interface Study was managed by the Tug Task Team at NASA's Marshall Space
Flight Center, along with four other parallel Tug-related contracted activities. These
other studies, involving groluid and flight operations, payload/Tug interfaces, and
Tug avionics, supported the Interface Study by generating accommodation_ require-
ments within their respective study areas.
The results of the Space Tug/Shuttle Interface Compatibility Study are contained in the
four volumes of the final report. The four volumes are organized as follows:
Volume I	 Executive Summary — Contains in summary form the objectives, rela-
tionship of the Interface Study to other NASA efforts, approach, data
generated and significant results, limitations, research implications,
and recommendations for additional effort made as a result of the study.
Volume II	 Tug/Payload/Orbiter Interface Analysis — Includes the subsystem
technical analysis performed, including the definition of the Tug func-
tional interface requirements and payload service requirements, de-
tailed analyses and trade studies of Tug/Orbiter interfaces, appropriate
sensitivity studies, Auld special emphasis tasks.
Volume III Tug/Payload/Orbiter interface Requirement — Contains the system level
interface assessment and the operation/physical definition of the recom-
mended Tug/Orbiter interface, plus a description of the Orbiter and base-
line Tug changes needed to accommodate the recommended interface. It
also includes a comparison of IUS and Tug interface requirements, and
recommends interface simulation-demonstration candidates.
1-_'
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Volume TV Cost Analysis — Provides the detailed study economic analysis approach,
methodology, and results,
Thu study was arranged into six tasks, which were accomplished sequentially within
the eight-month performance period:
Task 1 - Functional Interface Requirements Definition. Tug ground and flight operations
were Znalyzed to obtain a complete accounting of all potential Tug/Orbiter interfaces,
their related operations, and safety functional requirements. This analysis was con-
ducted using baseline vehicle and operations definit!ens supplied by NASA-MSrC at the
start of the study effort.
,;
Task 2 - Baseline Tug Interface Analyses. Approved functional interface requirements
were systematically evaluated to obtain alternative solutions and determine the optimum
interface approach to satisfy each baseline Tug need. Specific payload through Tug and
direct to Orbiter service requirements obtained by trade study were inoluded. From
these subsystem investigations and trade studies, detailed interface requirements for
Tug/Shuttle compatibility -:vorc itemized.
Task 3 - Sensitivity Analysis. Using updated subsystem requirements from Task 2,
sensitivity analyses were performed to evaluate the effect of Tug operations and do-
tiigm, changes on Tug/Orbiter interface requirements.
Task 4 - Tug/Orbiter Interface Reguiremonts. Results from baseline Tug interface
analyses (Task 2) were assembled through a total Tug systems interface concept trade
study, and a composite set of preliminary Tug/payload/Orbiter interface requirements
were submitted for NASA evaluation. These proposed Orbiter accommodation revisions
were submitted as recommended Level II changes. The NASA assessment included re-
quirements reviews by MSrC and the Shuttle project.
Task 5 - interface and Baseline Revisions. Revised interface requirements were pre-
pared in areas where the government disapproved the initial requirements. Revisions
were defined through trade studies of alternative approaches and baseline Tug changes.
Since relatively few proposed changes were rejected, unused resources were applied
to Tug/Orbiter interface related special emphasis tasks.
Task 6 - IUS/Tug Interface Comparison. Approved Tug requirements from Tasks 4
and 5 were compared with similar IUS requirements. interface requirement incom-
patibilities were evaluated to identify and define major problems and recommend com^-
promise solutions.
1-3
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SECTION 2
STUDY OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the Space Tug/Shuttle Interface Compatibility Study was to
identify Tug and tug payload related Orbiter interface requirements, and to act as the
Instrument by which specific design changes to satisfy Tug requirements were submit-
ted to NASA. Final objective nchievoment was accomplished by sequential satisfaction
of the secondahy objectives listed below:
a. Assurance that no Tug to Orbiter functional interfaces (hardware or procedural)
are missed or ignored. This objective was addressed in Study Task 1, where all
functional interface requirements were derived and organized.
b. .Allocation of tug payload services and Their associated interface requirements
either as through Tug to Orbiter or directly from payload to Orbiter. The pay-
load/Orbiter services accommodations trade study, performed under Study Task
2, assembled all identified tug payload service requirements, established re-
commended support levels, and alloeatid service routings. The resttts of this
trade study, combined with Tug requirements delineated in Tusk 1, gave complete
visibility to all combined Tug-plus-payload functional interface requirementd.
c. Continue to update requirements by exchanging information with the parallel MSPC
sponsored Tug studies. The coordination objective was satisfied through data ex-
change meetings at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), plus informal telephone
conversations and meetings between members of the Interface Study team, other
contractor study personnel, and NASA engineers.
d. Determine interface requirements impacts associated with potential baseline Tug
vehicle changes. Sensitivities of recommended interface solutions were investigated
In Study Task 3 for the effect of baseline Tug configuration/design revisions.
e. Obtain the best interfaces (simple, flexible, and functional) for Tug within the
constraints imposed by the Orbiter. The Interface Study has evaluated a large
variety of Tug/payload accommodation techniques, compared recommended im-
plementation methods with current Orbiter provided payload services, and proposed
change requgsts to improve these interface accommodations,
f. Identification of additional work necessary to assure proper integration of Tug and
Its payload with the Shuttle Orbiter. This additional work was categorized into
Simulation-Demonstration Activity involving predevelopment breadboarding or
prototypes of interface systems, Technical Analyses of critical interface areas
discovered during the study that are currently poorly defined or very sensitive to
contemplated Orbiter operation revisions or configuration changes, and Support-
ing Research and Technology needed to reduce the total cost of Tug/Shuttle
integration.
2-1
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SECTION 3
RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER NASA EFFORTS
The space Tug/Shuttlo interface compatibility study is closely associated with other
NASA programs involving Space Tug, the Space Shuttle Orbiter, and Shuttle payloads.
This rolation-hip results from the Interface study's purpose, which involves 60 evalu-
ation and improvement of Tug and tug payload to Orbiter interface requiremenLw and
provisions.
Space Tug Activities. Four other Tug-related studies were sponsored by Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC) in parallel with the interface compatibility study. The
study titles and their association with Tug and/or payload to Orbiter Interfaces are
contained in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Parallel MSFC Tug Studies
Study	 Contractor	 Contract Number
Tug Fleet and Ground Operations
Schedules & Controls
IUS/n.;n.Orbitor Operations &
Mi1,,,Ai,Q., !'support
Space Tug Avionics Definition
IUS/Tug Payload Requirements
Compatibility
Martin Marietta NAS8-3101,1
Corp. (MMC)
International NAS8-31009
Business Machines
(IBM)
General Dynamics NASB-31010
Convair (GDC)
McDonnell Douglas NAS8-31013
Corp (MDAC)
Each of the four parallel Tug studies overlapped the interface compatibility study to
some degree. These overlaps were beneficial since they addressed particular inter-
face problems irom various operational and physical implementation points of view.
Figure 3-1 depicts the operational overlaps between studies. The specific interfaces
affected during these operational overlaps are identified in Table 3-2. As shown, at
least two parallel Tug studies had an interest in each interface compatibility study
interface area.
Orbiter Development. Since evaluation of Orbiter interface accommodations for Tug
suitability is a major portion of the interface study task, the specification/implement-
ation of Orbiter payload services is important. During pe2lormance of the interface
compatibility study the horizontal flight test Orbiter vehicle was being fabricated.
3-1
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Figure 3-1- Operational Relationship of Other Tug Studies
with Interface Compatibility Study
liv-dware design effort was involved with producing an aerodvnamical l y stable, struc-
turally sound, flyable vehicle. Payload accommodations were in a "planned "rather
t1LLn "imp l emented" mode. Continuing review by potential Shuttle users of the "Space
Shuttle System Payload Accommodations" document, JSC 07700 Vol. XIV, occurred
during this period, which resulted in changes and investigation of alternative interface
approaches.
Othe r Shuttle Payload Activi l, gi g . T ),Atentlal Shuttle payloads other than Tug were also
evaluating their Shuttle-era activity requirements concurrently with the MSFC sponsor-
ed Tug woL-k. These efforts hicluded 1)01) funderi IUS studies. Jet Propulsion LaboraWry
(JPI.) planetary spacecraft studies, European Space Lab development, and other NASA
funded activities including the Space Shuttle Payload Description Activity (SSPUA), All
these efforts reviewed Orbiter accommodations related to their payloads, and many proc-
essed .. • l oposed interface revisions through the MSFC payloads office and the JSC payload
interface pane) '''hose activities also resulted in potential Orbiter interface revisions.
Table 3 -2. Overlap of Other Tug Studies with Interface
Compatibility Study Interface Areas
INTERFACE AFFECTED 	
GROUND OPS FLIGHT OPS TUG AVIONICS PAYLOAD REQT
MMC
	 IBM	 GDC	 MDAC
TUGIPAYLOAD STRUCTURAL SUPPORT X X
PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT MECHANISMS X X
ORBITER SUPPLIED MECHANISMS X X X
ILUID SERVICE UMBILICALS X X X
PRELAUNCH CONDITIONING X X
ELECTRICAL SERVICE UMBILICALS X X X	 X
POWER TRANSMISSION X X X	 X
CAUTION & WARNING X X	 X
RI LINK X X	 X
SOFTWARE X X
SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS X x X	 X
PAYLOAD CHANGEUUT X X
ORBITER OPERI,IIONS X X X
ORBITER CREW EFFECTIVITY X X	 X
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TASK? PERFORM ANALYSES&TRADE
STUDIES TO DETERMINE OPTIMUM
INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS FOR
RASELINE TUG & ITS PAYLOADS
TASK 3 DETERMINE INTERFACE SENSITIVITY
TO VAHIATIONS IN BASELINE TUG
DEFINITION
TASKI RECOMMENO7UG/ORBI TER INTERFACE
REQUIREMENTS
TASK 5 PREPARE ALTERNATE INTERFACE
SOLUTIONS BASED ON REQUIREMENTS
REVIEW RESULTS. PERFORM SPECIAL
EMPHASIS STUDIES
TASK 6 COMPARE IUS& TUG INTERFACE
RfOUIREMFNTS
SECTION 4
STUDY APPROACH
A systematic study approach was en , nloyed to identify, evaluate, and arrange for in-
corporation of Tug/payload interfaces in the Shuttle Orbiter. The six study technical
tasks were performed sequentially as shown in Figure 4-1 to obtain detailed Tug -pluA-
payload -to -Orbiter interface requirements.
Tug operations were initially analyzed to identify functional interface requirements.
Approaches to satisfy these requirements for the baseline Tug were :hen evaluated.
These results, plus sensitivity analyses results evaluating the impact of baseline Tug
changes on interface requirements, were assessed and a se: of Tug/Orbiter interface
requirements defined. The government then reviewed these requirements and any
necessary interface or baseline Tug revisions were defined. Interim Upper Stage (IUS)
requirements were introduced into the final technical task and compared with Tug
interfaces. The process that was used to proceed through the study from functional
requirements definition to IUS/Tug interface comparison, as shown in the figure, de-
veloped detailed Tug/payload interface requirements and a compatible Tug/Shuttle
interface definition.
(SEP)	 INOVI
	
IDECE	 IAPR)	 TASK 1 ESTABLISH TUG/URBITER
(JUL)	 ht DATA	 ?ndDATA	 MAJOR	 FINAL	 FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE
ORIENTATION FXCHANGF	 TXCHAN•^E	 STUDY	 PRESEN	 REQUIREMENTS
MEETING	 MEETING	 MEET" G	 REVIEW	 TATION
Figure 4-1. Irelationship of Interface Study Tasks
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SECTION 5
IIASIC DATA GENERATED AND SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
Each of the six interface compatibility study tasks made some significant contribu-
tion to the overall goal of defining Tug/Payload/Orbiter interface requirements and
establishing Tug peripheral equipment parameters. Three of six study tasks, how-
ever, produced a majority of the study output. Task 1 generated and compiled the
Tug/Orbiter interface functional requirements for use during the subsequent study
tasks. Task 2 developed and evaluated alternative methods of implementing these
functional requirements by subsystem, and Task 4 assembled appropriate interface
subsystems into deployment support systems, selected the best approach, and docu-
mented the Tug configuration, Orbiter interface, and operations changes required.
In the following text, important results for these three tasks are summarized. It is
important to recognize that significant resur?ts documented under Tug subsystem inter-
face analysis (Sectiori 5.2) comprise recommendations reached as a consequence of the
systems level evaluation (Section 5.3).
5.1 FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS DEFINITION
Fundamental to a study of Tug interface reijtlirements is the assurance that no inter-
face function has been missed or ignored. Thus, a systematic approach was taken to
identify and document all interface requirements. This approach defined functional
requirements derived during Tug/Orbiter operations as they relate to determining
Interface needs, and organized these functional interface requirements to permit sys-
tematic evaluation within technical disciplines.
Maier elements of this approach are: use of operational functional flaw diagrams to
Identify all interface requirements, a safety and reliability assessment of identified
operations and interface requirements, and a suitably organized compilation of these
Interface requirements.
These requirements were arranged in two sequences: operationally (mission phased)
for etch first level function flow block identified, as shown in Figure 5-1, and by sub-
system or technical discipline to better support th) interface subsystem trade studies,
as shown in Figure 5-2.
The output of this task, the Functional Interface Requirements Matrix, has been docu-
mented in Report CASD/LVP 74-048-FIRM and is republished in Volume II, Section 2
of this final report. This compilation of Tug functional requirements was used during
the subsystem interface analysis task to ensure that the detail implementation of Tug/
Orbiter interfaces satisfied all safety and functional needs.
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Figure 5-1. Exaniple of operationally Phased Functional
Interface Requirements Data Sheet
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Figure 5-2. Example of Tug System Functional
Interface Requirements Data Sheet
5.2 TUG St BSYSTEM INTERFACE ANALYSES
The base %one 'rug subsystem interface analyses task provid'ad the teelWeal data,
trade studies, and screening process to translate functional interface requirements
into firm, realistic Space Tug/Orbiter detailed interface requirements.
Before initi. O.ing these subsystem analyses, payload service requirements were deter-
mined. Payload needs are important since they compete with Tug for available
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Orbiter services and must be considered with Ng funetion.d retjufrements to deter-
mine composite interface accommodations. This activity is addressed following; the
presentation of interface subsystem results.
Combined Tug/Payload interface requirements were investigated on a subsystem basis
to fully understand the functions of each device or operational action and thereby
determine its detail interface requirements. In addition to interface analyses for the
AISFC baseline Tug, .dterwitive interface concepts were investigated. The subsystem
interfaces we , grouped into six categories by technical discipline as shown in Figure
5-3. The indicated accommodation(s) of major Importance are presented in Retail
in the following text. Other interfaces in.-luded within each technical discipline have
their recommendation summarized in the appropriate subsystem table.
SUBSYSTEM ACCOMMODATION
STRUCTURAL SUPPORT &HANDLING
DEPLOYMENT/ MECHANICAL RETRIEVAL
SERVICES&FLUID ABORT DUMP
CONDITIONINGENVIRONMF NTAL & PURGES
MONITOR &AVIONIC CONTROL
SAFETY CAUTION &WARNING
'- 1
Figure 5-:3. Interface Subsystem Categories
5.2. 1 STRUCTURAL SUBSYSTEM. Detailed structural interface requirements were
defined for each major Tula-to-Orbiter load-carrying connection. These connections
occur directly between Tug and Orbiter, and through intermediate peripheral equip-
ment such as a deplc,yment adapter. Loading conditions imposed by the selected
structural support interface concept must meet objectives of general compatibility
with Orbiter payload provisions, result in tolerable Tug deflections, and impose
minimum performance penalty on the Tug. Major structural support system investiga-
tions, results, and recommendations are itemized in Table 5-1. Expanded discussion
includes description of the recommended Tug/Orbiter support technique and fitting
design for Tug handling.
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Support System
Table 5-1.
Iml'stlgalllNl
(teat tlon/1%.110nnattee
Analshia of 21 KuppN,ri
At rangemontm
Summary of Structural Interface Work
Resul ts 	 Rucummelnhluons
lowacllun exceechtnce for doter- Ube rekiutNlanl supports.
minute hlhlemh.
Performance Ix nalty for direct Use ,ieplut moil adaptter.
TuK hulllh,11.
Finite Flumunl AJudcl
of PUK Jluttpx,rt %.Ntom
Tug Payluad Sul"rt
Capabi Ii ty
Preilminan 1ittlnK
Debignm aril jimmiling
Provihionh
verlllcaUun of screening 1xita-
M ete rN
Lit tge deflcctl„m+ atNl luq
 rc-
i, im-nav Irt , laeikfch lot
determinak. systems.
Large roaction exoeedance and
lwriurm:mce pcnalll Ins hiKgeat
payloads.
Suglter ted design concepts.
IlandllnK should occur at mayor
buppurt fittings. Current shaft
graipinK Imposes large twnd-
IttK loads.
I'Ne naJutNlanl .Ulgn)rth.
D"IKn Tug structure to can-
tilewr Ilk Ih (A kill pry luad.
Separately aupp, , ri largur pay-
luadN frur-I uti,llcr.
Grasp hub rather than
tilling shaft.
-.,"a
The structural support system recommended for Tug is the six-point doubly redundant
(in Z and Y directions) configuration depicted in Figure 5-4. The three aft supports
(two X/Z and one Y) are located on the Tug deployment adapter (D/A). This adapter
is Tug-peculiar peripheral equipment, which remains attached to the Orbiter during
'rug deployment. The D/A cylindrical structure provides distribution of the point
axial (X) Orbiter support loads into the 'rug shell, aril serves as a convenient mount-
ing location for other support/servicing equipment including unlhi.ic:tl panels, dump
pressurization, and interface electronics.
The redundant six-point support system recommendation results from a comparative
evaluation of the six best candidates obtained from the initial screening, including
both statically determinate and redundant support arrangements.
The major evaluation criteria used in file
selection process were: Tug A-weight and
A-payload capability, Tug/Orbiter clear-
ance loss due to 'I ug dynunic response,
and support n-action compatibility with
Orbiter -apability. The selected configur-
ation is compatible with Orbiter capability;
X t 1146 it uses all existing primary support loca-
tions, and no reactions (including crash)
exceed Orbiter capability for MSFC-
developed payload/Orbiter accelerations.
The six-point redundant support system is
best for Tug; it results in low Tug body
loads, least deflection (0. 2 inch (0.5 cm)
at Xo 936) least dynamic response, and
excellent Tug performance.
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The preliminary Tug/Orbiter fitting de-
sign shown in Figure 5-5 was developed
and recommended by the interface study
for Tug support and handling.
—" This approach permits standard handling
	
J 140 0 , -0	 and optimized Tug (and other payload) fit-
ting design. The concept uses an ungus-
F'igure 5-5. Recommended Tug 	 seted, larger-diameter hub to more effi-
	
Fitting Configuration	 ciently carry fitting loads and to provide
a location for AGE attachment. Lighter
Orbiter payloads (than Tug) would retain a specified hub outer diameter, but could
adjust the material thickness and properties as required for their specific loading
e nditions.
5.2.2 MECHANICAL SUBSYSTEM. The Space Tug must be supported by Shuttle
during launch, atmospheric flight, reentry and landing, released during deployment,
and recaptured at mission completion. Mechanisms are required to engage/disengage
structural latches and umbilical panels plus accomplish Tug deployment and recapture.
Mechanical subsystem investigations, results, and recommendations are summarized
In Table 5-2, The recommended deployment adapter configuration shown in Figure
5-6 contains all Tug-peculiar mechanisms required for transfer of Orbiter/ground
services and support of deployment, retrieval, and abort operations. Because the
deployment adapter is a cylindrical structure to provide efficient arias load distribu-
tion, a rotational deployment feature is Incorporated to allow Tug removal during
deployment without infringing on the Orbiter cargo bay volume available for Tug pay-
loads. Figure 5-6 shows the adapter in its rotated position. By using the deployment
adapter concept, Tug umbilical and deployment mechanisms can be attached and checked
out before Tug installation into Orbiter. The entire Tug, adaptor; and umbilical support
are installed as an autonomous unit into the Orbiter. The selected support concept
shown requires umbilical panels, pivot actuators, Tug-adapter latches, alignment
guides, TV cameras, and RMS attachments for interface between Tug and Orbiter.
During deployment rotation of the adapter, two struts are used to restrain the umbili-
cal panels and provide a reaction„ path for the rotation actuators. These struts attach
to the Tug service panels located on the Orbiter 130 bulkhead. Two Orbiter-supplied
mechanisms are used by Tug for mission su pport, the longeron support latches and
the remote manipulation system (RMS).
Use of the RMS to deploy and retrieve Tug was investigated. Retrieval is considered
the most difficult operation: specifically attaching the RMS to Tug and repositioning
and inserting the Tug into the deployment adapter. Deploying involves the same ac-
tivity but with much less emphasis needed for guiding and alignment since the Tug will
be moving in a direction away from the Orbiter.
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Table 5-2. Summary of Mechanical Interface Work
Invcslli •I qurl	 Itorulta	 Itccunu0undrtlolls
Tug Pivot Location and Pivot shou4t be placed Iret"ven Ilut lw It printan' X/%
O/A Ilutlllon Angle SUI I Um . uul 12410.	 Ntlnimum :15 rupporl at Stt 12441.
deg roUition ncedcd for Itl Use :15 deg rutuliwl.
csUlblishntew.
Conceptual Resign of It%IS force Itl.uleyuate for fitting l)w' dual lineat WI
RoLalon Mc, hlnism release Ifricllun).	 Pohlllull luck screw .o'tuaturr mouthed
needed. oil 	 hide.
umbilical P.wcl Dih- Individual redwd :ult drives for Uw D/A rowtiun to dis-
enable Reengage each panel are eomplicakd, cunnecl nuld umbilicals.
Tut-1 ]Ique C K 11' electrical dis-
c,xtnocted at D/A 'I'ug
separation.
HNIS Operations for Ik't'tlls of suggestt'd Tug deploy- Processor support.
rug Ik'plolmcllt .wd rnonlhwlrieval open tiun Include Manual rak' :old Jug
Itctriev-.11 visual aids, operotur controls. controls.	 uper.ltiun
envelupe cwlstrMuts.
Ittls Fail F:ffeetur Two ,Iivcrsc open : Itluns • 	Tug Provide un ­i,rblt end
deplu ment/retrieval and cuu- effectur ezctl.ulge cap.i-
tUlgen -	 l.,te, bllit%	 moon-i. VA).
U/.1 to Tug, separatom I niformh distrilluted Lllches iteduce 1G '.Itches to 11.
Latch Concoptwi we sllvcturah, inefficient. distribute al out Orbiter
Iksikt RMS f01-el' inadequate for I'ug atUichmtau pt.sition.
t'ItlMtl':Iw'tll
	 ((1'i t'linil 1. 1 1 1%)%ldi' push-aw:%1	 fea-
llll'c	 1►1	 I•IlI'h dt'higil.
f^ TV CAMERA
ELECTRICAL UMBILICAL PANEL \ STA
i 1307
ALIGNMENT
GUIDES i
DEPLOYMENT ADAPTER `
	
/	 4 J PIVOT ACTUATORS (2)
UMBILICAL a9,
TUGIADAPTER	 i	 1	 \	 \^	
I ACTUATOR
LATCHE F (11)	 / R	 j
v	 ,
1
FLUID UMBILICAL PANE LS (2)
Figure 5-6. Recommended Deployment Adapter Mechanisms
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17ic study recommended retrieval procedure depicted in Figure 5-7 is accomplished as
foli,:-.,rs: the 'I ig is sde . ], oriented and placed LT an attitude hold condition prior to ap-
proach of the Orbiter. The relative Tug/Orbiter position for Tug retrieval can be ob-
served in all areas from any two or three available viewing points, thus giving the re-
dundancy necessary for collision avoidance. With the Tug and Orbiter positioned and
stabilized, the HNIS is aligiied to the attachment fitting using the RMS mounted TV as
primary aid. Immediately before active attachment, both the Tug and Orbiter attitude
control systems are turned off so that no acceleration exists between the RMS and fit-
ting. 1'he RbIS control capability enables end effector velocity matching to the Tug,
which is accomplished with •nan-in-the loop computer control. Attachment is obtained
by exteniting the end effector until a proximity switch sigTuds contact to cause grasp-
ing of the Tug. The Orbiter attitude control is reactivated, and the Tug ACS is safed
for mission termination.
For translating the Tug and insertion into the deployment adapter, direc" vision through
the bLdkhead window and TV vision from the deployment adapter camera are used to
ensure proper .ditnment. The combined RMS tip position error, angular error, and
end effector attachment error can be mon;t..red through they
 adapter TV a:; the Tub;
approaches. Manual input by the manipulator operator to the computer-controlled
Tug insertion program enables RMS positioning of Tug to center the Tug's cocking
A OPEHATOR DIRECT VIEW	 PREATTACHMENT ALIGNMENT RMS
B D/A TV CAMERA VIEW	 DOCKING PROBE LOCATED 0.5m
C RMS WRIST TV VIEW	 FROM TUG RECEPTACLE
D OPERATOR DIRECT VIEW
C
A ,7n -
0 5 METERS	 NOMINAL ,'REINSERTION 	 NOMINAL D/A INSERTION
PREATTACHMENT
	 POSI T ION 10m FROM 	 POSITION 1 m FROM
ALIGNMENT	 DOCKING	 DOCKING
Figure 5-7. Procedure for Orbiter RMS Retrieval and D/A Insertion of Space Tug
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target. The remaining sigrdfiewit aliiniment error is around the 'Tut; centerline in roll.
W'th the target centered, the alignment stripe visible through the %kindow give ,, indi-
cation of roll positioning.
Prepro„ranitned computer control %%ith manual override enables Tug installation into
the deployment adapter in mininium time with small effort. By programming a time-
motion acceptable for moving a maximum weight Tug/payload, a fixed procedure can
be used on all mission configurations to decrease crew training and software changes.
5. 2.3 FLUID SUBSYSTEM. Tug fluid functional requirements must he satisfied
ki
	 through the use of Orbiter-mounted Tug fluid service equipment with lines K to IS
feet (4.0 to 5.5 In) lots; connecting, ground/Orbiter and Orbiter/Tug interface panels.
'rhe fluid interface analysis task determined the optimum number, size, and sharing
of service line functions and developed the detail specifications (pressure, flow, tem-
perature, control requirements) in sufficient detail to t stablish desi;pl requirements
for the Orbitcr-mounted equipment (transfer lines, disconnects). Table 5-3 summar-
izes the investigations and significant output.
Filn ► re 5-8 identifies the fluid service line interface requirements for the Space Tug.
It depicts the baseline configuration ill 	 all service lines (except the G02 vent)
pass through the 1:107 bulkhead and, with the exception of the L11 2 flight vent, the
'l'-O panel. Line di.uneters and number of interfaces at the deployment adapter/Tug
flight disconnect panels, the 1,107 pancls, and the T -O pancls are identified.
Table 5-:1. Summary of Fluid Interface Work
Control Requirements
L')-tiult:,
Optimized dimensions and Wen-
tified interface parameters.
Need for separate I.() 1
 topping
line.
(:ll , ) vent must be transferred
from T-O (prelaunch) to remote
location for ascent.
13117 panel locations compatible
with D/A-Tug umbilicals wid
minimum line lengths.
Dump lines sired for R'1'1 S (300
second dump) abort. Initial and
final settling thrust required
from Orbiter for low g dump.
Small settling thrust required
for full duration of love g dump.
Recommendations
Ten semicc lines neoded for
huseline concepts. Eleven
service lines required for side
panel option. Nu appreciable
Tug impact.
Place vent selection valve in
D/A — two Orbiter FT. Tug
dump under Tug control (Orbiter
initiate).
1:107 pancls should not be moved.
Side pancls for 1.11., and L01
dump are acceptable.
.). 0 1.11 1 4.0 W. , through T-0.
4.:i L111 4.0 LO.,, through side.
Low g dump indtiation — 3600 11)
thrust for 20 sec. termination
3600 Ili thrust for 50 sec. I'se
axially dumped Tug propellants
, 360 Ib thrust.
IIIvest igat ion
Determine Fluid line
I'liv sisal I icqui rements
Service Panel
locations
Abort Requirements
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CODE F UNCTION
DIA
(IN I	 (cm)
1 LH2 DUMP 48 12.2
2 GH2 VENT (PRELAUNCH) 30 7,6
3 GH2 VENT (IN FLIGHT) 25 6.4
4 FUEL TANK LEAKAGE VENT 0 75 1.9
5 N2H4 DRAIN & RELIEF 05 11
6 L02 DUMP 40 10.2
7 L02 FILL DRAIN & TOPPING 20 5.1
8 G02 VENT 20 51
9 OXIDIZER TANK LEAKAGE VENT 075 1.9
10 HELIUMSERVICE 038 0,96
11 1 LH2 FILL, DRAIN & TOPPING 1	 2.0 1	 5.1
= TUG
4	 —	 c D/A
i	 IIIIIIIIIIII^
1307
cORBITER
uan``^
11
5
2
Figure 5-9 shows an alternative fluid line routing concept currently being considered
by the Orbiter in which the abort dump lines and leakage vents exit through the Orbiter
mid-body (no 1307 of T-O interfaces). Nameters required for the dump lines in the
alteniative concept are approximately the same a5 baseline; but the fill and drain lines,
which pass through the Orbiter aft fuselage, are reduced to 2 incher
	 cm) diameter.
'I'Lig - related weight differences and performance deltas between the U., line and the
optional conligurat'.on are Insignificant. Generally, the Tug is relatively insensitive
to the fluid service routine approach employed by the Orbiter, and either the baseline
or the option sho •NT1 are acceptable to Tug.
One alternative proposed, but not shown In Figure 5-9, is routine; the iiillight Gil,) vent
(Code 3) to the cargo bay side panel. This location may impose operational vc-rting
constraints oil 	 during ascent, which are undesirable. A remote hydrogen vent
located in the tip of the Orbiter vertical stahilizei is recommended for Tug use.
I
CGJE FUNCTION
DIA
(IN)	 (cm)
1 LH2 FILL, DRAIN & DUMP 50 12.7
2 GH2 VENT (PRELAUNCHI 30 7.6
3 GH2 VENT 110 FLIGHT) 2.5 6.4
4 FUEL TA':K LEAKAGE VENT 0 75 11
5 N2114 DRAIN & AF 1 IF F 05 1 3
6 L02 FILL DRAIN & DUMP 4.0 10.7
9 7 L02 TOPPING 0.75 1.9
6 8 G02 VENT 20 5.1
p 9 OX1017ER TANK LEAKAGE VENT 0 75 19
10 HELIUM SERVICE 038 0.96
Figure 5-8. Baseline TLIg /Orbiter Flufd Service Accommodations
Figure 5-9, Optional Tug/Orbiter Fluid Service Accommodations
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space 'rug/Orbiter fluld interface, and operational requirements were defined that are
compatible with ;111 (whiter abort requirements. The return to launch site (11TI.S)
abort depicted In Figure 5-10 is the propellant clump line configuration design driver.
Dump line diameter rmMuirements are predicated on simultaneous dump of both pro-
lx •llants at thrust-to-weight ratios between 1.0 and 3.0 du ring; Space Shuttle main
engine (SSAf I' ► operation. Minimum dump time available before SSM E burnout (last
RTLS opportunity) is :00 seconds. with 5SAIV burnout occurring; it an altitude of
170, 000 feet (52 km). well stove the 110, 000-foot (34 km) altitude below which 11. ) com-
bustion is possible. At these altitudes, the clumped propellant plume has a two-phase
(solid/gas) core 60 degrees wide surrounded by expanded gas out to the Mach infinity
line, so no liquid or solid propellant impinges on the Shuttle.
With the clump system sized for the HTLS alx)rl, propellant dump time for on-orf,it
abort extend~ to 1100 seconds because the lower Shuttle thrust-to-weight (TANI) ratio
attainable reduces head pressure available in the 1,0 2
 dump lines. This required on-
orbit dump time is longer than the Orbiter UCS and/or ONIS thrusting time norrrrally
available, so use of thrust produced by the dumped propellants (360 lh (1600 N) maxi-
mum) for settling;' must be employed during part of the dump. The Orldter must provide
axially aagpred propellant dump exits in its Tug umbilical panel to avall itself of this
capability. To initially establish stable dump flow and to reduce end-of-dump residuals,
four Orbiter RCS thrusters are operated during the first 20 and the last 50 seconds
of dump to increase settling; T/W. Figure 5 - 11 shows end-of-dump residuals for the
range of on-orbit '1'/11) available. Calculated residuals using Tug propellant dump
thrust settling only are very high and very sensitive to the actual dump thrust avail-
able. Ilse of four Orbiter RCS thrusters reduces residuals to near the practicable
minlmura and is recommended for the Tug; on-orbit clump procedure. The results of
these investigations have shown that dump of T'ug's hydrogen and oxygen propellants
is feasible and safe for all Shuttle abort modes.
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Figure 5-10. Tug Propellant Dump
Parameters lot , RTLS
Abort 'Trajectory
Figure 5-11. On-Orbit Abort Settling;
Thrust Effect on Tug
Propellant feesiduals
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5.2.4 ENVI11ONME:NTA1. SUbSYSTEN1. The Tug and its payload must be capable of
surviving in the environment of the payload buy; conversely, the 711g must not prt>duce
an envin,tunenUd coalition that can adversely affect the Orbiter or payload. This
subtask assessed the environmental interface using the NASA-supplied baseline Tug
and payload environmental requirements. Thermal, contamiwition, and acoustic en-
vironments were considered and the results of these investigations are sumnlartied
in Tuble 5-4.
The trade study ct ► rnlucted to eritahlish compatibIc ground conditioning specifications
and Orbiter payload buy conditioning control requirements for baseline Tug plus pay-
load was the most important investigation involving the functiowil environmental
interface. As the first step In developing preluuncn conditioning needs, spacecraft
requirements were reviewed to determine the parametric constraints to be used in
purge gas thermal analyses for Tug conditioning during prelaunch tanking. Temper-
ature and humidity limit requirements were determined front the NASA /MSFC 8SPDA
document published in July 1971, for the fifty ;;pace Tug payloads. Temperature
limit data showed a common max/min temperature limit bans! lx!tween 59F and OF
(288K and 294K), with a maximum relative humidity requirement of 0 percent for
souse spacecraft and Values up to 415 percent for others. No minimum limits were
given; i.e., 0 percent relative humidity is apparently acceptable for all spacecraft.
Table 5-4. Summary of Environmental Interface Work
inve mtigation Results I tecommendatiun m
SSPD Spacecraft 1Jmits between 511 and OF Use prelaunch purge
Prelaunch Thermal (2ss and 284F:) acceptable temperature of 04 c 5F.
EnArunment for all Ssl'D Tug payloads. (2111 t3K)
Prelaunch Orbiter purge temperature, hu- Minimum humidity and
Conditioning mldlty ;urd flow capability accept- maxlmum flow bent for
able for Tug prelaunch prelaunch.
operation.
Tug Attachment No design Impact caused by ten- No fitting demign ch:uigea
Fitting Temperature per:tture extremes. necemmarv.
Extremes
:111.1 Purge Vent No spacecraft cmramination Vent 11 L1 helium purge
Location with payload bay	 -.-nt. gam to payloeul lacy.
Ground Operationm Clams 10000 unvirunmcnt ac- l se class 10000 purge
Cleanlinesm ceptable for 92 `i. of Tug for facilities, GSE and
Requirement spacecraft. payload bay.
Flight Operatlotrs Con- APS exhtuml intphrgernLiit can Inhibit Tug AP`; actl-
Lamination Control be major contamination mource. vation until clear of
Orbiter,
SSPD Tug Payload 64'1 of SSPD Tug payloads ap- SSPD "fug payloads re-
Acoustic Environment pear to be aeoumtically quire detailed compati-
mextsltive. bility mtudy
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To procludo condensation of moisture on payload bay and Tug surfaces when Tug oryo-
genio propellants are tanked, paylond bay purge nitrogen is required with a dowpoint
below that of anticipated surface totrperaturos. Parametric analyses were performed
to predict purge gas and Tug surface temperatures as functions of GN2 flow rate and
inlot temperature. The Orbiter cargo bay prelaunch conditioning system depicted in
Figure 5-12 provides purge gas flow from a forward manifold past the spacecraft and
Tug and through check valves at the Station 1307 bulkhead (s 115 lb (52 kg) per minute)
and the Station 1128 payload bay vent (> 115 lb (52 kg) per minute). Threo stub outlets
are available In the purge distribution duct for special conditioning flow requirements.
As shown in Figure 5-13 a purge rate of 120 to 140 lb (54 to 04 kg) per minute is re-
quired for purge nitrogen having a doMpoint of -76F (213K) to romain within the pay-
load temperature requirements. Fa o gas with a -45F (231K) dewpoint, 230 to 280 lb
(104 of 127 kg) per minute flow is rl/qufred, and for gas with a dewpoint as high as
-32F (238K), the flow rate requirements is beyond the present Orbiter capability of
364 lb (105 kg) per minute. Relative humidity for purge gas with dowpoints such as
those is, for all intents, 0 percent. Condensation and frost formation will result if
purge gas with anything over a fractional part of 1 percent relative humidity is used
with Tug. This investigation showed that the Orbiter-supplied prelaunch conditioning
system is compatible with the Tug plus Tug paylond requirements. Since a forward-
to-aft purge flow is desirable over the full Tug length, biased aft cargo bay side vents
are needed to exhaust GN2
 purge flow exceeding the 1307 bulkhead check valve capability.
11111 1111112311 A BRILL TEMPERATURE (DEM9GINT LIMITS)
G
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PURGE OUTLETS	 5
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Figure 5-12. Orbiter Prelaunch Con-
ditioning Provisions
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Figure 5-13. Tug Plus Payload Purge
Requirements
5, 2, 5 AVIONICS SUBSYSTEM. Avionics interfaces between Tug and its operating
environment are of both a functional and pliys!ean nature and consist of 1) hardwired
interfaces between the Tug vehicle, its deployment adapter, the Orbiter, grrund,
and the Tug payload; and 2) RF communication links interfacing the Tug with Orbiter
and ground equdpment when the Tug is deployed from the Orbiter.
5-12
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No Tug or Tug/payload require- Delete T-4 panel.
ment for T-4 panel
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The avionics task fundamental goal was selection of the monitor and control implemen-
tation technique and the equipment allocation to accomplish it. A summary of the re-
sults and recommendations obtained is presented in Table 5-5.
The impleulentation of the electrical interfaces for the recommended concept is
illustrated 'It Figure 5-14, which shows the location of Tug system hardware units
and their Interfaces with Urbiter units. Major r^'ectronics elements associated with
the Tug deployrilent adapter include the deployment adapter interface unit, the actua-
tors associated with the control of pros ilants, fluids and gases; deployment inter-
face hardware,  instrumentation, and the Deployment Adapter Power Control Unit.
Orbiter avionics available for payload use include a wi!(eband signal processor (for
spacearaft); Payload Interrogator (for RP communication with payload); Payload
Signal Processor (interface to payload multiplexer-demultiplexer (MDM); Payload
a
Table 5-5. Summary of Avionics Interface Work
InvestigationResults	 Recommendations	 !^
Alloehtion of Tug/Orbiter Throe Tug-supplied control
Interface hardware +	 panels; ABORT, DEPLOY-
Software	 MENT, CHECKOUT
INITIALIZATION.
Tug-supplied software m10 k.
Orbiter-supplied equipment: GPC
+ S/W operating systems, MDM,
PSP, PI, MTU, PDI.
Reduce physical Interface
through multiplexing;
hard lines for safety
monitors. Use Orbiter-
supplied P/L support
equipment where possible.
Use Tug capability to re-
duce Orbiter software
requirements.
Tug controls' at MSS.
Deployment controls at
Plls.
Use of CRT and key-
board with computer
control, monitor.
Effectivity/Man- 	 Three-man crew adequate for
Machine Interface
	
Tug.
Mission Speolatist (Tug control).
Pilot (deployment/cupturc).
Commander (veMele control).
095 panel
Tug plus power for pre-
payload launch. Tug
fuel cells dur-
ing flight.
1307 panel
D/A	 (tI power all
mission
phasos.
Provide power return
provisions at Lta 1307,
695. Provide cable
convector backsholl
grounding provision at
all service panel
locations.
Tug/Payload Power
	 Orbiter-supplied power ( 1000W)
Requirements '	 not adequate during ascent and
abort for Tug + D/A + P/L.
(1478 W required.)
Service Panel	 Cargo bay panels and raceway
Locations
	
size provisions adequate.
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Figure 5-14. Diagram of Keconinten ded Tug Avionics Interface
Data Interleaver (for payload operational telemetry (TLAI); payload Caution and
Warning (C&'A') electronics unit and indicator units; and linnited use of tine Orbiter
general purpose computers.
Tug use of the Orbiter avionics is assumed in addition to Orbiter supplied cathode-
ray tube (CRT) and keyboards, and associated alphanumeric display electronics and
mass memory storage for Tug-unique software. Tug-provided equipment required
in the aft crew area includes Tug operations control and abort control panels plus the
associated interface electronics. Discrete inputs to the P/L MDA1 from the mission
specialist station (USS) control panel/- are used to initiate GPC activity for Tug con-
trol Luid or no ► jii,al and anomalous conditions. Discrete outputs to the MSS control
panels from the P/L A1DM provide talk-back monitcrinl of events to the Mission
Specialist. Sating of Tt-g system functions is accomplished through redundant serial
links from the payload signal processor units (2) to the D/A interface unit and Tug
avionics.
"Ainium use of Orbiter-provided capability was made to 1) reduce txie Tug design and
development costs by not duplicating Orbiter payload support functions, and 2) simplify
Orbiter/Tug operations on the ground and inflight. Less Tug-unique equipment and
interfaces installed into -.he Orbiter should aid turnaround time and assist interface
test and checkout; (luring inllight operations crew familiarity with standard Orbiter
hardware should ease crew operation associated with Tug.
The electrical service routing requirements for the spacecraft, 'rug, Deployment
Adapter, and Orbiter are showa in Figure 5-15. The various Tug and spacecraft
interface functions are grouped according to function and identified by code number.
Power is supplied to the Tug/spacecraft and the Deployment Adapter through separate
interfaces (Codes G and 7, :!spectively). Orbiter-dedicated and backup power from
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Figure 5-15. Tug Electrical Services Routing
station 695 is available to the Tug via the Deployment Adapter power control unit (PCU)
for on orbit-checkout and validation Aerations, while Deployment Adapter power
(dedicated and backup) is provided through Orbiter station 1:307.
f::e combined Tug plus payload service wiring requirements obtained from this recom-
mended routing plan are well within stated Orbiter capability. Table 5-6 compares
Orbiter accommodations with Tug and payload requirements.
5.2.6 INTERFACE SAFETY. The safety analysis objective was to identify and elimi-
nate or control any interface hazard that can compromise safety of the Orbiter, Orbiter
crew, or ground crew. The fault-tree analyses previously developed during the
Space Tub; Systems Study was used to ensure that eafety analyses are conducted
within the framework of overall Shuttle safety. Evolving interface designs were
evaluated to ensure that the safety requirements were properly implen.'m-..:,d in the
candidate interface designs. As each design neared completion, a safety criteria
checklist was prepared to document compliance or highlight any safety criteria
deviations, and the rationale for these deviations.
A mission hazard analysis was conducted to 1) identify potential hazards associated
with Tug/Shuttle interfaces and 2) identify suitable design features, procedures, and
operational constraints i :at eliminate or control identified hazards. OFerations
associated with potential emergency situations were examined, as were interface
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Table 5-6. Orbiter Accommodation/Tug +Payload Requirements Comparison
Service
( )rbitvr
Provision
Comiectors 207 TS11
Aft crew 88 TY
Station 29 Coax
N. a 576) 6 Cable H
Connectors 202 TSt1
'17-0 umbilical 14 Coax
ug
Requirement
16 TS11
611,81,
2 Coax
Pas load
Hequl rement
121 T51'
3 Coax
15 TS11
24 .1.1,
Power
St."	 :150 W
Stu 695	 11 000 W	 I.hnited to 1000 %k
durW& ascent
Stu 1:107	 .600 H'
loo W
1740 W
(Zero duAng ascunt)
781 H'
(D/A only)
(iGo W
hazards related to normal Tug operations. Included in this group are hazards associ-
ated with propellant dumping during launch or flight aborts, potential propellant leaks
Into the payload bay, potential overpressurization of propellant tanks, emergency re-
lease of Tug/Adapter through extra v^.:nicular activity (EVA), and potential '1ug/0rbiter
collision.
	 A
The principal tool used in assessing reliability of interface designs was the failure
modes foul effects analysis (1'MEA). Single failure point information was developed for
fallul•es that might result in mission loss and those that could compromise the safety of
Orbiter/crew. Mission-loss single failure points were considered acceptable as long
as the overall mliability requirement was attained. Safety-critical single failure points
were "designed out, " or alternative modes of operation and backup capability developed
to preclude there.
The summarized results of the interface safety investigations are itemized in Table 5-7.
Of the many analyses conducted, caution and warning was of particular interest.
The philosophy used in the caution and warning (C&W) system is that caution and
warning indication should be used only when a threat to the safety of the Orbiter
or crev ,
 manifests itself and immediate crew action is required. Implicit in this
philosophy is the requirement that the crew must have available to them some action
that will cowiteract the hazard. The implementation approach used in this analysis is
shown in Figure 5-16. The caution and warning functions for the Tut; were identified
through review of the failure modes and effects andysis and hazard analyses.
A warning is defined as an event that requires immediate crew action/attention.
Warnings -exult in 1) illumination of the p laster warning light, 2) illumination of a
specific warning light, :3) continuous sounding of the warning horn, and 4) a CRT dis-
play indicating the warning condition and the crew action to be taken. The master
warning light and the warning hole can be reset to OFF, but the specific warning light
and the CRT display will remain active until the hazardous condition is actually cleared.
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Table 5-7. Summary of Interface Safety Work
Investigation
Conflicting Payload (Tug)
Safety Roquiremenu
Caution and Warning
Requirements
SIK-vial Tug ConllKvratiun
Hazards;
Propellant Leakage
Pressurization Sy'slem
Inadvertent Operation
of Flight Systems
Special 'ILK Olx,rational
hazards:
Results
'.severe design complexity
and high cost for "Fall Oper-
ational Fall Safe" criteria.
Identified caution vs warning
Items, developed test an-!
disl4ay parameters.
Identified Tug detail design
parateters for MSFC
consideration.
liecommendstions
Use: No single failure shall result In a hazard that
Jeopardizes the flight or ground crew.
6 tank preshure • high and low warning func•tionh
I nrastdr caution function
)4 c.eutions on CHT
LC11 on lxwth propellant tanks.
Encaphulated umbilical disc.
overboard purge vent.
Employ arm-safe switches.
Employ isolation valves.
M
Deployment/ Retrieval	 Potential Comm deadbarul.	 C&W hardwired through rotation.
C&W via Iii • after separation.
Abort (Propellant Dump) Burnable mixture cannot be	 Concurrent dump safe alwve 170,000 ft t52 kin)
Ingested by Orbiter	 altitude.
Contingoncles	 Possible mechanism failures. Use 101S with F.VA backup.
Propellant Horizontal 	 Operational convenience to	 No horizontal drain lines.
Vent/Drain	 accommodate double failure • - Provide horizontal hydrogen vent.
not a safety requirement.
A typical example of a warning CRT display and the information that might be suitable
for display is shown in Figure 5-17. A three-color presentation (red, yellow, green)
is recommended to highlight critical information and aid in rapid crew evaluation and
response. Pive Tug functions, all associated with prope! t ant tailk pressures, have
been identified as warning indications; these are
LH 2 TANK OVERPRESSURE, L0 2 TANK OVERPRESSURE, LH 2 TANK UNOERPRESSURE,
L0 2 TANK UNOERPRESSURE, N 2 H 4 TANK OVERPRESSURE
Figure 5-16. Caution and Warning
Implementation
Figure 5-17. Typical CRT Warning
Display with Problem
Solving Information
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Figure 5-18. Payload Services Accom-
modating Choices
Each of these functions is displayed on the NISS caution and warning panel to provide
immediale crew problem identification.
A caution is defined as an even' that does not constitute an immediate hazard, but does
require corrective crew action b.-fore a secondary event (or failure) occurs. Cautions
result in 1) illumination of the master caution light, 2) intermittent sounding of the
warning hurn, and 3) an indication on the CRT of the caution condition and the crew
action to be taken. The master caution light and the warning horn can be reset to OFF,
but the CRT display %%III remain active until the potential hazardous condition is cleared.
Fourteen caution indications have been identified for Tug and its peripheral equipment:
APS ISO VLV OPEN
ME ISO VLV OPEN
TUG/ADAPTER LATCH OPEN
TUG/SUPPORT LATCH OPEN
TUG/ORB DISC OPEN
ME ARM/SAFE ARMED
APS ARM/SAFE ARMED
DEPLOY ARMISAFE ARMED
APS CLUSTER FAILED
APS PRI ELEC FAILED
APS PROP LOW
H 2 IN LCM
H 2
 IN P/L BAY
N 2 Ha IN P/L BAY
5.2.7 PAYLOAD OR BITER SERVICE ACCOMMODATIONS THADE. Because Tug
payloads compete with the Tug for Orbiter-supplied services such as power and date
processing, an early study task was analysis and identification of the accommodations/
support services required by Tug payloads and the determination of their safety
requirements.
Once the service requirements were L.Jfined using SSPU data, analyses were made to
determine the best method of accommodating these services. Figure 5-18 shows the
four possible inij)lemcntation techniques.
The results of the payload services accom-
modations trade are graphically displayed
in ►` figure 5-19 and shown in greater detail
in Table 5-8. Power and caution and warn-
ing signals are routed through (or supplied
by) Tug, while fluid services are generally
routed direct to the Orbiter through a for-
ward-mounted Tug umbilical panel. The
Tug-mounted forward panel was selected to
standardize this interface, since direct
Orbiter-to-payload umbilicals would be
nonstandard due to payload geometry
variations.
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Figure 5-19. Recommended Services Implementation
Table 5-8. Payload Service Accommodations
Paylo(ul
f'urwtion
--
Service IA• vel
-
Accommo(talion
IMe riam
rug Orbiter
I I rop.	 F b1) .5 In	 dia, each limp. Remote No No
AhoA D>trmp 500 Ib Self contain No No
500 Ih Overboard dump kit No* Yes
Vent -- .5 in.	 ilia	 N,` I1 4 ptvp. Integrate w/'fr)g RCS vent lees Fitisting
5 In. dia each other limp. (herlmard vent kit No- Yen
Press till .25 in.	 dia itemote No No
Vent .25 in.	 dia into car}tu hay No No
Hatiery Vcnt -• .5 in.	 dia Integrate w/ rug bat, 	 vent Yen Fxlsting
or self contain
I Ile F&D -• 1.0 dia Mrect to 1((15 'I'-4 leenel No' Yee
Vent 1.0 dta into cargo hay No No
H IU Cooling -- .5 in.	 ilia H 2O Ink-t/outlet Mermral control unit No Yen
-• 3. 0 in.
	
rtia ;team vent (water holler) kit No Yea
"hmud ttr'press No known Payload autonomous No No
Conditioning --3.0 in. dia c• lasa< 5000 G N 2 Direct to Orbiter No* Yen
Communication 2 KITS up 51 MIS down Via rug avionics rea Yes
Caution & Warning 35 signals 111rrough Ng Yea Ye;
Date Pror • esnrng Storage & Computation Orbiter supplied Fo Yes
Power 700 W ground b on-orbit rbiter 695 panel via Trig Yes Yes
000 W ascent From Trig fuel cell Yes No
*Assumes forward umbilical panel
I
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To standardize Orbiter interfaces whilo maintail ►ing desired payload Tnix flexibility,
it is recommended that provisions for umbilical panels be located at multiple Orbiter
fuselage stations. Figure 5- 20 shown an example of panels located at Yo = -30 and
?Co = + 10 in. from each of nine eentermost primaiVy attachment location$. The p:trtels
will enable disconnection of payload fluid and electrical services for deployment and
reconnection following retrieval. Only the panels required for a particular mission
will be installed. The umbilical panels will be connected to the l,ulkhi^!ad service
panels, T-4 panel, or 695 power panel through tubing and harness kits routed through
the cargo bay st vice raceways. The proposed location for these mission kit umbilical
panels has been selected to preclude harness violation of Orbiter mid-fuselage
way splice.
MOUNTING FLEXIBILITY
RETENTION POINTS
rte-- -^-	 4-	 Vo+94-4= 	^- t  ^--^- ^-•-I	 ^	 I}-- O E3 f;} E}	 d 3 E3 - W	 Yo 30
PANEL LOCATIONS
+t- ^ +t-	 YO 94
669	 734	 902	 1020 I 1138
X0	
725	 843	 96,	 1079
SUPPORT UMBILICAL
aEAM
\
PANEL
CARGO BAY
SERVICE HACEWAY^7
Y
	
Y., • 0
30	 ORBITER
CRAWLWAY SPACE
Figure 5-20. Typi-, al Panel Configuration and
Suggested ;Mounting Locations
Incorporation of this capability would permit satisf y ing limited use requirements with-
out penalizing Tug design by carrying special lines on all flights. If standardized um-
hilicals are not provided, each payload may require several different umbilical designs
with the resulting Orbiter changes. The incorporation of this service accommodation
throughout the Orbiter cargo bay is strongly recommended.
5.3 TUG/ORBITER INTERFACE RL•QUIREMENTS
This task assessed the baseline Tug subsystem interface recommendations of the Sub-
system Interface analyses from a total Tug/Orbiter standpoint, identified the recom-
mended composite Tug/payload interface requirements, 'provided a detailed definition
of these requirements and proposed changes to the Space Shuttle System Payload Ac-
commodations document JSC 07700, Vol. XIV Rev C.
The initial interface requirements task activity, an interface system trade study, pro-
vided a comps native assessment of three alternative support/deployment methods.
Table 5-9 and the discussion below summarize the considerations and results of this
assessment.
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Table 5-9. System Assessment of Tug/Orbiter Support/Deployment Methods
ADAPTER
	 LATERAL ROLLOUT	 ROTATE W/RMS
IEVALUATION
PARAMETER
DLPLOYMtNI DEVICE	 I O/A - RMS
CLEARANCE CONTROL 	 I VERY GOOD
CB,W FUNCTIONS NO DEADBAND
UMBILICAL ALIGNMENT BEST
OPERATIUNAL SIMPLICITY VERY GOOD
TUG PERFORMANCE REFERENCE
OF EQUIP COST	 REFERENCE
RECOMMENTIATION
	
RELECTFD
PIVOT ARMS - RMS	 RMS
BEST	 MARGINAL
DEADBAND	 (H ADBAND
ADEOUATL
	
ADEOUATE
ADEQUATE	 POOR
48 LB ( 22 ks)	 +113 LB ( .61 kg)
Sn WIM	 $0,76M
The adapter and pivot arm deployment/alignment techniques provide the best 'rug/
Orbiter clearance control. Additionally, the adapter provides a positives guard against
structural interference: of the Tug engine and aft cargo bay bulkhead during retrieval
operations % hen 'Iug is RAIS inserted back into the Orbiter. The deployment adapter
concept eliminates the gap in coomILInication of safety monitor data. llardwires are
nlaint.Aned through rotation until HF communication can be established. The close
coupling of Tug anti adapter provide better ulubilical alignment th:u) floating Tug-
to-Orbiter connections.
Operationally, the rotating deployment adapter provides 'rug system autonomy, ease
of maintenance and checkout, simplifies 'rug changeout, and improves interface
ven-lfic • ation by enabling a complete system checkout of in-flight functioning umbilicals
before installation in the cargo bay. A small geosynchronous delivery performance
difference exists for the three concepts. The cost differences are also insignificant.
The result of the deployment/supp ,)rt system trade was the recommended retention of
a deployment adapter concept very similar to that used with the MSFC baseline Tug.
The overriding selection criteria were operational flexibility and safety rather than
performance or cost considerations.
Based on the deployment adapter system selection for 'rug/Orbiter interfacing, de-
tailed description of the Tug-peculiar peripheral equipment was accomplished. In
addition to the cylindrical D/A structure, peripheral equipment includes monitor and
control panels and software, mechanisms, umbilical panels, and fluid/electriccll
umbll;cal kits.
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TU9 peripheral equipment can generally be separated into the three categories Shown
in Figure 5-21; payload bay support equipment (deployment adapter), crew can ► part-
ment equipment, and umbilical kit:; that connect Tug plus deployment adapter to
91'I-Aln61 umbilicals and Orbiter crew controls.
DEPLOYMENT ADAPTER
CREW COMPARTMENT 1 04JIPME N T
MISSION	 PAYLOAD
SPECIALIST	 HANDLERS
STATION	 STATION	 SUFTWgI{E IJ^
2PANE I%	
TPANEL
CARGO BAY UMBILICAL KITS
MONITOR
CONTROL
ELECTRICAL KITS	 POWER
FUEL PANEL (UMBILICAL KIT
(ORBITER SUPPL IED)
'	 DEPLOYMENT ADAPTER
	
\\	 ELECTRICAL UMBILICAL KITS
MONITOR &
\\^ \ \ ! /^ ` 1 EQUIPMENTCONTROL
•S
OXIDIZER PANEL UMBILICAL KIT
(ORBITER SUPPLIED(
WEIGHT	 COST
EQUIPMENT
	
(POUNDS)	 Ikp)
	
11,00051
ADAPTER STRUCTURE 	 S92
	
314	 4,270
K MECHANISMS
UMBILICAL SUPPORT	 98	 44	 1,149
& MECHANISMS
FLUID SYSTEM	 737	 336	 2,967
AVIONICS HARDWOtic 	 273	 124	 4,402
INTEGRATION ASS I'& C/O
	 0	 1,606)
AVI ONICS SOFTWARE	 0	 1,260
	
TOTAL
	
1,800	 817	 15,654
Figure 5-21. Tug/Orbiter Peripheral Equipment Description
Deployment Adapter. The adapter consists of a load-carrying cylinder that provides
deployment positioning and contains subsystem interface equipment, including; the
abort helium storage iwttles, umbilical panels and interface electronics.
Crew Compartment Equipment. The Tug uses Orbiter-supplied man-machine inter-
face monitor and control equipment located in the crew compartment, data processor,
memory storage, and the pilot and commander's CWA panels. The Tug-supplied
equipment needed to use this Orbiter-supplied equipment includes two display/con-
trol panels for the biSS and one for the payload handler station, plus integration
software.
Cargo Bay Umbilical Kits. Tug; 11Ldd kits are included in the deployment adapter.
The only separate kits are those for monitor and control electrical wiring, Tug
power, and the forward umbilical panel citsconnect mechanism and lines.
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t	 Tug/Shuttle interface equipment DDT&1; cost at WBS Levels 5 and 6 is $15.6M.
This cost reflects total cost expended to the government for all phases of Tug/Shuttle
interface planning, liaison development and integration, with estimated cost growth
rUowances for uncertainties. Interface equipment production cost is estimated at
$2.7M per shipset.
Orbiter envisioned payload accommodations are generally compatible with the recom-
mended Tug/Orbiter operational plan and its associated interface requirements. An
evaluation of documented Orbiter payload services (JSC 07700, Vol. XIV, Rev. C)
indicated that some changes would be desirable for Tug plus its payloads. Twenty-
two proposed change requests were prepared by the Space Tug/Shuttle Interface Com-
patibility Study Team and submitted to MSFC for their assessment and processing.
Some of those changes were revised several times to reflect interface requirements
revisions and MSFC directed modifications.
Orbiter accommodations changes submitted are itemized in Table 5-10. Most of these
proposed changes clarify or better describe Orbiter accommodations already identified
In JSC 07700 Vol. XIV. Several of the avionics change requests (012, 014, 017 and
022) asked for expanded payload use of Orbiter-supplied equipment. Proposed changes
prepared by the interface compatibility study were transmitted to MSFC as the first
step in the review/implementation cycle.
Table 5-10. Interface Study Proposed Orbiter Accommodations Changes
Effect on Collier Interface Area
Ident Title Accommodations Tucluduul Discipline
001 CN2 Purge Requirements Aft vent provisions Environmental
002 T-0 Feel panel Sevvices retail description Fluid/clucttdcal
Do:) T-0 Oxtdlror Pa0u1 Survicus Dulail dusuripllon Fluid/electrical
004 Keel FTC liupdiun Mud Nov deployment requirement SQlmtural
000 11118 rind Effecter Detail requirements Mochnnical
cog [Ibis Cunnvl Requlronerdu Doluil description Aluuhanlcal
007 Orbiter CMV Requi rements P/1. use Safely
00S Prop Orlenlullon Requirements Satlling thrvet Fluids
Onll Fwd BUD Suricux Detail description Elccttivai
010 Aft IIIID Services Detail description Electrical
011 Vent R• Otunp Rrqulromenls Exhaust proviulon Fluids
'J72 Data Bus Aucess Expanded P/L use Avionics
013 Expanded C?'W Cap More capability Avionics
014 Expanded 1'Sp Cap Expanded P/L use Avionics
015 1307 Panel Relocate Ornd OPS requirement Fluld/claetrloal
oil; Fwd Umbilical panel flexible services Fluids
017 Command Cap Requirements Expended P/L use Avionics
013 TLhI input liequiromenls No. 1 Detail Jesarlption Avionics
010
	 Street Support Clarlf Clarification Structural
020	 Now Bridge Roam Now requirement Structural
021	 Tl.ht Input Requirements No. 2 Detail description Avionics
022
	 Craw Cabin I/F Expanded PA one Avionics
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SECTION 6
STUDY LIMITATIONS
Interface compatibility study limitations are associated with each of the major elements
considered (Tug, tug payloads, and Orbiter) in both a hardware and operational
sense. Each of these elements exhibits definition uncertainties, which are dependent
on their development phase.
6.1 SPACE TUG
The Tug design is still in a conceptual phase. While its basic geometry, main pro-
pulsion, and other major subsystems are relatively well defined, the possibility of
significant future changes should not be ignored. Recommendations by the inter-
face study and the other parallel contracted activities have had significant interface im-'
pacts. For example, the recommended use of thermally integrated lightweight fuel
cells eliminates supercritical reactant fill, drain and vent lines, which simplifies the
fluids interface considerably. Future changes of this type should constitute expected
results from subsequent studies and technology advancements. While subsystem changes
will affect individual service requirements, no Tug modifications are envisioned that
would negate the basic interface approach recommended by the interface study,
This approach employs a flexible intermediate unit (the deployment adapter), which
adapts Tug to Orbiter and eliminates or appropriately conditions interface impacts.
G.2 TUG PAYLOADS
Most Shuttle-cra Tug payloads, while based on currently designed spacecraft, arc
in a conceptual definition phase. Many payload agencies have retained a' ! We plan
to do business with Shuttle just as we now do with expendable launch vehicles'
attitude, which does not appear to fully recognize (or take advantage of) Shuttle differ-
ences. Once Shuttle becomes operational, these payloads will adapt themselves to
exploit Shuttle's peculiar (with respect to expendable launch vehicles) benefits.
Changes in desired payload services and operations that affect both Tug and Orbiter
will result.
6.3 SHUTTLE ORBITER
Orbiter development had proceeded to manufacture of the horizontal flight test article
during the interface study performance period. Although the basic Orbiter vehicle
hardware was in fabrication, payload interface accommodations and services were
planned, rather than implemented. Payload accommodations change activity is ex-
pected to continue at its current level for at least the next two years, resuPtIng in
considerable revision to currently planned services.
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SECTION 7
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH
Interfaco-rolated areas that would benefit from additional technical effort have been
identified during performance of the Space Tug/Shuttlo interface compatibility study.
These technical activities have been separated into four categories; identification of
technology drivers, additional analyses of critical interface areas, prodevolopmont
breadboard or prototype design activity to reduce risk and program costs, and
recommended supporting research and technology programs.
7.1 TECHNOLOGY DRIVERS
This category pertains to now technology developments required to offo.•t the re-
commended interface concept. Since all study recommendations for 'Dig/Orbiter
interface implementation use current technology and/or available off-the-shelf
hardware, no technology drivers exist for peripheral equipment development.
7.2 TECHNICAL ANALYSES
Areas listed below are recommended for expanded interface analyses. All these
areas were investigated during the interface compatibility study, and additional
analyses beyond the scope of contracted study effort are required for problem
solution or interfttue definition/verification. In conjunction with the needed analyses,
many of these items are also candidates for subsequent prodevelopment work as
indicated in Section 7.3.
a. Structural Dynamics. More rigorous analyses using up-to-date Orbiter data are
required to better determine Orbiter payload effects.
b. RUTS  Software Control. Quantification of RMS joint (wrist, elbow, shoulder) angle
geometry and force characteristics for control software development.
c. Tug Monitor and Control Software. Software requirements analysis of all Tug/
Orbiter operational interfaces (status verification, deployment, retrieval, abort)
including determination of Tug/Orbiter software interfaces and allocation of soft-
ware responsibility.
d. Tug Caution and Warning Software. Using philosophy and implementation tools
developed during interface study investigations, software should be designed
for all Tug caution and warning functions.
e. Avionics Ground Interface with LPS. Tug/Orbiter interface avionics definition
should be expanded to include its functional prelaunch ground interface with
the KSC launch processing system.
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7.3 PREDEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY
'lu demonstrate feasibility of the preceding technical analyses results, simulation
activity with prototype software and hardware should be performed. Tilts pro-
development work will verify analytical solutions and/or identify interface problems
early enough to reduce rislc and program costs. Three areas have boon identified
that offer very frudtfud ground for simulation-demonstration work.
a, Remote Manipulation System (RUIS) control for Tug deployment, recapture and
Insertion into the cargo bay.
1). Prototype development and demonstration of Tug deployment adapter (D/A)
mechanisms.
c, Integration and tent of Tug crew compartment monitor and control equipment
with D/A peripheral equipment and selected Tug prototype systems and flight
operations.
7.4 SUPPORTING RESEARCH AND ' RCIINOLOGY
Several interesting research areas associated with Tug/Orbiter interface needs
were identified during the study. They include applications problems that must be
resolved, pure theoretical research, and investigation of a current expanding tech-
nology for possible space application.
n. Efficient method of concentrated load introduction into Tug and deployment
adapter graphite epoxy structure.
b. Development of graphite epoxy structure grounding technique to preclude static
charge buildup and subsequentent discharge to Tug tank structure and Orbiter.
c. Use of a Centaur vehicle to conduct a high altitude LH 2-L02 engine charging
experiment.
d. Development of low-power, high-reliability actuators for space Tug control of
fluids and gases.
e. Evaluation of optical data link techniques for possible Arbiter/Tug interface
communication benefits in reduced weight and power requirements, increased
electrical signal isolation, and higher operating speeds than conventional inter-
face components.
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SECTION 8
SUGGESTED ADDITIONAL EFFORT
Continued Tug/Orbiter interface-related activity should be pursued in areas of
1) Orbiter payload accommodation suitability for Tug, 2) updating of Tug definition
to incorporate latest study recommendations, and 3) proposed analytical and pre-
development work contained in Section 7.
During the performance period of the interface study, numerous changes in Orbiter
payload interface accommodations and Orbiter flight/ground operations occurred,
which affected Tug/Orbiter interface implementation concepts and Tug conceptual
desiti . These Orbiter charges will continue throughout Shuttle development and flight
test as Orbiter performance limitations, funding constraints, and general payload
accommodation requirements become better known. Tug evaluation and reaction to
this on-going Orbiter change process must be continued to assure the final interface
compatibility of these two vehicles. Processing of additional Orbiter accommodations
changes against JSC 07700 Vol. MV should be continued to assure future Tug/Orbiter
interface compatibility.
The interface study and parallel MSFC-sponsored operations, payloads, aid avionics
studies have all recommended baseline Tug design, operations, and interface imple-
mentation revisions. Convair's combined interface compatibility study and Tug
avionics study team, consisting of experienced Space Tug system study personnel,
is uniquely qualified to aid MSFC in updating their baseline Tug configuration and
supporting documentation. Data is now available to better definitize Tug subsystems
and their integration. For example, a current Tug structural model, incorporating
support recommendations from the interface study, should be developed for Shuttle
iniogration analyses.
Recommended Tug and peripheral equipment avionics systems should b.• integrated
into the baseline Tug configuration. In addition to Tug design and configuration
revisions, associated changes should be incorporated into the MSFC 68MOO939 base-
line Tug documentation.
The technical analyses and predevelopment activity delineated in Section 7, Implica-
tions for Research, should be initiated immediately to verify recommended interface
solutions and identify potential problems. Early performance of these tasks will
alleviate critical downstream cost impacts and reduce overall program risk.
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